
The roller coaster picture in 1985 featured many riders, but there wasn’t many
animatronics.

The night sky was painted navy blue, with hints of purple. It was the perfect time for
the infamous, “Purging Seas” rollercoaster at Sun Dayz faire.

It resembled the Pirates of the Caribbean, except with peeling paint off the sign.
Surprisingly, it was the most known rollercoaster in Sun Dayz.

Granted, Sun Dayz is also a local faire, so the fact that Purging Seas was able to survive
that long was already amazing, judging by the creaky mechanicals and old paint.

“I heard that Sun Dayz got newly renovated! But, not Purging Seas. According to
theories online, there’s a mysterious force stopping the builders from building over it.
This is from 1985! Can you believe it?” Devin excitedly explained.

Devin was always more of a conspiracy, horror fan. Part of why he wanted to go on
Purging Seas so badly was because of the mystery.

“I’m sure we’ll see a lot of ghosts, Devin. Possibly bones as well.” I added with a
sarcastic tone while wiggling my fingers around for special effects.

He rolled his eyes.
“Come on, don’t be a party pooper, Aiden.”
He took off into the dark tunnelway with the sign that said “Purging Seas”. It had a
Kraken painted on it, looking over the text.

I followed suit, walking into the tunnels leading up the rollercoaster. It’s majorly inside,
on a boat that’s attached to rails underwater, but there’s a drop that’s 30 feet down.

I assume it’s the only part of the ride that people go for.
Devin and I raced up flights of stairs. The stairs were painted to resemble wood. We

arrived at the start of the ride.
A teenager, who likely was there for extra cash, greeted us. He looked like a sleazy ,

slouched, stereotypical teenager.
“Ok, I think you two are tall enough. Not that I care much, though.”

He muttered out the last part.
Devin dashed over to the first row with energy.

“Look, we have the ride all to ourselves!”
I ran over as well. The teenager pulled down the safety bar and we snapped in our

seatbelts.
A mechanical voice spoke out cheerfully.
“Hello, sailors! To assure your ride through the purging seas is safe, keep your hands

and feet inside our boat! Please, no flash photography. And last off, have a fun ride
through the ‘Purging Seas!’”

The voice was heavily garbled and glitchy. I guess this was correlated to Devin saying
that this ride was from 1985.

The boat began rolling forward slowly. Old cheap animatronics moved while they
spoke with distorted voices.

“Hiya, fellas! Glad you could make it on the ride. But be careful; there’s a monster
lurking within…”

His voice faded off in the distance. I let out a laugh.



“No wonder there were no reviews of this ride online. It feels low-budget.” I
commented.

Devin shrugged. “I mean, I’m only here for the horror.”
The boat continued moving while the choppy animatronics switched scenes. We peered

up at the sailor animatronics, while the tunnel got dimmer. The animatronic sailor spoke
out.

“Watch out! Incoming wave!” He exclaimed.
The boat started shaking mildly. Both Devin and I burst into laughter. This was so

cheaply made.
Then, something strange happened.

Even when it previously got dimmer, there were still overhead illuminating. Now, gone.
The boat halted.
The lights flickered off in an instant.
It was like a power outage, except the animatronics kept shouting frantically.
Weird.
I nervously looked at Devin.
“Devin? Are you there?” I whimpered.
He shushed me. I heard him shuffling and the outline of a glass bottle appeared.
“Get out! Get out of this while you still can! This isn’t a joke anymore!” The

animatronics’ voices rose in a flurry. However, something felt… off.
Their voices were more clear, and it sounded like a real person talking.
Devin chucked the bottle straight at the animatronics.
“SHUT UP ALREADY.” He furiously announced.
A quiet, calm voice scolded from around us.
“Well. That wasn’t very nice.”
I scrambled to get my phone and turn the flash on.
Devin and I surveyed all the animatronics. They all either had a scared expression or a

desperate look. Except one.

My screams echoed into the pitch-black tunnel.

The animatronic had a wide, unnatural grin on his face. Most of all, there was a
shattered bottle with blood on it near his feet.

His blood raced down his forehead, but he seemed unfazed, smiling.

“You’ll be next.”

His malicious voice seeped into my soul.



Quickly, the lights flashed back on and the boat began moving again. The blood from
the animatronic just…disappeared. I tried to convince myself that my eyes were playing
tricks on me.

Devin tried to speak out.
But his voice came out garbled and glitchy.

Like the animatronics’ voices.

“Aiden…? What’s happening to me?”
It was his turn to whimper. The whimper resembled nails on a chalkboard rather than a
human voice.

I was trying hard not to hyperventilate.
“I-it’s fine, Devin. The ride’s almost over.”

I saw light at the front. Our boat moved slowly.

Click.
We plunged into the outside world. The drop didn’t feel nearly as scary as what happened
indoors. I was about to grab Devin and get out of there when he was gone.

I yelled, looked, climbed, and ran everywhere.

Devin was missing.

I ran back to the small shop for Purging Seas. Maybe he was just browsing around.
There was a picture browser from the rollercoaster, where they had cameras snap a

picture before the drop.
They archive every single picture. I flipped to the very first one. There were no

animatronics, but multiple people, smiling.
Then, my mind clicked.

I flipped to the recent one, with Devin and me.
Devin actually disappeared.

All the animatronics resembled the riders from the first page too much.

Devin later reappeared as I looked closer.
There he was, an animatronic with a permanent, plastered smile.




